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A Beautiful Ad 

I feel the Lego ad What it is is beautiful, published in 1981, captures the claim of 

the ad title. The ad was targeted at parents and designed for distribution via print. The ad 

features a very simple photograph that could have been a snapshot of a child in a family 

scrapbook. The little girl is the quintessential 1970-80s kid with jeans, t-shirt, running 

shoes and yet she’s unique with her cute dimples, and the creative building/city she 

created. I later learned that she’d been given one hour to play. The photo looks relatively 

unplanned and is not fussy. The girl’s expression is simply beautiful. She is super-happy 

with herself and her Lego project, showing self-esteem and joy from her play that can’t 

be replaced. An ad doesn’t happen by chance, with careful planning it doesn’t have to sell 

much to be memorable. The Lego ad was designed to touch the hearts of parents and 

adults who want the same joy for their children.  

  The What it is is beautiful ad was created by Sullivan, Colwell & Balyes 

(SSC&B) agency now known as Lintas: USA. The SSC&B agency was created in 1946 

and produced the What it is is beautiful ad for Lego in 1981. Judy Lotas was in charge 

and had to argue with the creatives in her group to include the little girl. They argued that 

boys played with Legos. Luckily for us she stuck to her idea as the ad accomplishes so 

many things at once from gender equalization to touching our hearts. Lego is a widely 
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recognized toy brand, known for their interlocking bricks; they are headquartered in 

Billund, Denmark while their chosen advertising agency, SSC&B, was located in New 

York City.  

Legos are a creative toy that both boys and girls like to play with, an equalizer 

that the company name really reinforces. Lego is a Danish company and the words “leg 

godt” (play well) were combined to make the company name “Lego.” The Lego ad 

features Rachel Giordano at the age of four and while the ad may look like what you’d 

expect—equality among kids, you don’t see that what was going on behind the scenes 

with the team arguing over the gender that should be represented in the ad. This ad was 

released the same year I turned 12 and was just barely considered old enough to start 

babysitting kids like Rachel. When I was younger I wore similar jeans and braided 

pigtails too. 1981 also saw the end of the Iran hostage crisis, the space shuttle Columbia 

launch and return from orbit, Prince Charles and Lady Diana wed as well as the release of 

the classic video Game Donkey Kong; all of this shaping the culture and world around us. 

Legos have been a popular toy for a long time, they started manufacturing plastic bricks 

in 1947, and this ad is a snapshot of play in the early 80’s. The photo of the four-year-old 

girl represents the time period but really is a timeless ad representing joy in play. 

The genuine nature of the photo in the ad, and how happy the girl is with her 

project was all that I could see at first. The child and her project, then the Legos on the 

floor, evidence she’d been playing. Then there’s the logo and box of toys and the light ad 

text. The text at first seems like more fine print, what’s required, but again shows that 

careful planning and a repeating message ties it beautifully with the messaging being 
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presented. They make a simple statement, in a simple way, shown repeatedly from the 

layout of the ad and font choice, carried through to the photo. Self-esteem is beautiful. 

Toys for both girls and boys are beautiful. Happy kids are beautiful. Accomplishment is 

beautiful. The bold text gets your attention. It’s short and gets read. Still, it was the little 

girl and her Lego project that got my attention first. The ad makes the leap that people 

have prior knowledge about the joy of creative play. The text works holistically with the 

ad and the piece overall is strong and emotion-evoking. 

I immediately associated strongly with this ad. The pigtail braids, jeans and 

running shoes were very much what I grew up with. The little girl is cute and her 

happiness and cute photo are a joy to see. The ad made me remember creative building 

when I was a kid with Lincoln Logs, Tinker Toys and Legos. I called my husband over to 

see the ad too because we build Legos differently. His older brother had taught him the 

“right way” to build with Legos and I created mismatched walls and buildings like the 

girl in the ad. Lego uses this ad to validate that creative play doesn’t have to follow 

instructions, and makes a strong impact. The message of the ad is wrapped up nicely in 

the fine print which focuses on an emotional note “Building Sets will help your children 

discover something very, very special: themselves.” With careful planning Lego’s 

advertising agency created an ad with impact that has the potential to hit a personal note 

for creative play and memories as well as what we hope to share with our kids.  
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